
First look at Korea. 
These pre-word processing notes from October 1983 was the 

consequences of being asked to provide a lead at a group meeting 

introducing the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the 

concept of the Juche idea it promoted. Within the pages of Class 
Struggle, the editor was advocating not only the internationalist 

duty to support North Korea in its opposition to US Imperialism 

but the political importance and value of the ideas coming out of 

that beleagued nation. The task was taken seriously with reading 

research and an unconvinced conclusion diplomatically critical. 

• Main readings were English language material from the DPRK: 

1955 Kim II Sung, On Eliminating Dogmatism and Formalism 

1967 Kim II Sung, On the Question of the period of transition from capitalism to socialism and the 

dictatorship of the proletariat 

1972 Kim II Sung, On Some Problems of Our Party's Juche Idea 

1975 Kim II Sung, The Non-Aligned Movement is a mighty anti-imperialist revolutionary forces 

1978 Chaouki Ajami, Juche Theory and application 

1978 Muhammad al Missuri, Kimilsungism Theory and Practice ..-

1983 Exposition of the Juche idea 

1983 Kim Jong II, Let Us Advance Under the Banner of Marxism- Leninism and the Juche Idea 
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Notes on the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (NK) 
and the Juche idea (J.) 

i In· its 35 yrs existence DPRK on. "less than solid foundations the North Koreans 
have built their small ,isolated state into one of the more deveoped in Asia and 
t~e most economically.advanced of the comm~nist count~ies in the region." (The 
T~mes 27.7.83) Establ~shed 1948 , capital Pyongyang, NK occupies 48 000 sq.miles 
of the partitioned peninsula with a pop. of I6.4m ( SK 38,500 sq m / 37.6m) and 
direct border with PRC. Armistic since divison at 38th parella after ' UN' war 
1950-53 ; SK US neo-colony • 

On centenary of K.Marx' s death,Kim Jong li stated, "today 
communism is not a cherished desire whicn will come true in a istant future, 
but is on the order of today as a practical task." 

Tremendous ecomomic advances: during 6th 5Y-plan (I97I-76) 1,055 new factories 
were built @ gro•th rate in industrialproduction of 18.4% ; rate throu~hout 1970-
1980 I6.I% ; 12.~~ I96I-70. Comprehensive use of heavy industrial development, 
central planning & mobilized labour has achieved substantial development in 
strategic chosen industries.Built up mining & metal processing industries based 
on extensive deposits of iron & metal ore (75% self-sufficient in needs). 
Agriculture largerly mechanized (7 tractors per IOO hectares of cultivated land) 
with mechanized rice-transplanting;chemical & fertiliser industries; rater 
supply to rural areas 8~fo achieved ' 75. Grain production 9.5m tons 1982 (2.67m tons 
in !948) virtually self-sufficient in food production • Remarkable as 1,arti tioned 
cut NK from agricultural heartland & larger concentration of population in ~ , 
leaving NK in which 75% land classified mountainous • @ 40% of wor force :rural • 
!979 NK claimed per capital GNP US $!,920 disputed by World Bank est. 1,130; 
still 4 times that of PRC whose target for Year 2,000 is SI,OOO. '74 t£_ ·bolisbed. 

"An independant economy is opposed to foreign economic doL'lination and subju
gation;but it does not rule out international economic cooperation.Close economic 
cooperation between socialist countries and newly emerging natior ,·n pa ticuiar, 
takes on important role in ensuring economic self-sufficiency in these countries 
and increasing their economic power. "(Exposition of the Juche Idea_, Pyongyang 1983 
Early 70's turn to W.Eur & Japan suppliers for~ .~ange of modern petro- /pii7f 
chemical,machine tool,cement & paper-making plant. PRC's aid in area of energy 
supply & development eg Ponghwa Oil refinery,hynro-electric facilities on Yalu 
river,I973 PRC maintained concessionary oil rate to NK; SU raised prices to world 
level. SU claimed last yr that SU-supplied plants accounted for 6o% of NK's 
electricity output;40% oil products;35% rolled steel;2~~ fabrics • Major trading 
partner 3800m-S900 p.a. ;PRC 2nd. 

Inflow of foreign economic & technical material matched by balance of payment 
difficulties. Kim li Sung tacit recognition of NK's inability to borrow from 
abroad because of e~isting debt when stated no foreign capital would be introduced 
1978-84 Economic Development Plan. 1973 onwards difficulties & defaulting on re
payment of loans & credits • NK obliged to divert exports of iron ore & non
ferrous metals to SU & PRC;in '74 exported less than! iron ore contracted to Jap; 
no shipments between Oct.74-July 75. SU refused to lend NK hard currency to meet 
w. commitments in 1975 when est. debt to SU S700m. December 76 agreement with Jap. 
on 2yr deferment of debj payments of 3260m-3300m ($10m overdue).Rescheduled debt 
payment to W. of S1,230m (S5I6m overdue) at 8% .June 81 failed to met repayment 
schedule. (Debt comparrison 1982 US$ bns: SK 37.2/ Indonesia 21.9/ Nigeria II.2/ 
Philippines 20.7/ Venezula 33.2/ ~ 

1977 year of adjustment with shift in emphasis to light industry & agriculture. 

May 1976 John Gitting vist "success in the building of socialism is measured very 
much in material terms,and the ultimate goal could fairly be described as a sort 
of 'welfare communism'." Robert Govender's CS article illustrates achievement, 
reflec~ve of general mortality rate of 4.3 per I,OOO (infants under Iyr II.4) 
& lif~ expactantcy of 74.Primary health care & free medical service,2 doctors & 
12 hospital beds per I,OOO {1979 figs). 8 hr day enshrined in constitution; universal 
com~lusory IIyr education since 1975. 
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The Mangyongdale Fun Fair,with a daily capacity of IOO,OOO,is said to be embodiment 
of "giving lustre to the dignity and value of man and leading an affluent and 
cultural life." Although insisting "we should gi. ve priority to the efforts for a 
more satisfying solution of the foo~ and clothing problems,the most important and 
urgent problems in the people's life",Kim li Sung stated 11 0ur people's material 
and cultural standards have now reached a very high level,and cor.ununist ideal is 
already blossoming out into reality in different spheres of our country." (PT II.9.83) 

Transition to a fully-fledged Socialist system - "The government of our Republic," 
declared v-president Pak Sung Chul,"set forth the ideological ,technical and cultural 
revolutions as the task of uninterrupted revolution to be carried out in socialist 
society after the triumph of the socialist revolution ••• successfully propelled 
forward the struggle for occupying the ideological and material fortress of socialist 
and communist construction under the able guidance of the great leader comrade Kim 
11 Sung." (PT 9.9.83) In the view of the Workers Party of I<orea (WPK) with the 
establishment of the socialist system,class antagonism are abolished bu class 
distinctions remain emunating from differences in forms of soc'alist o nership. 
The Q of revolutionary change of social institutions resolved in struggle for 
Chajusong.The socialist system accords with the will & e requirements of the popular 
masses , & so it will developed & perfected not by a revolutionary change but by 
continuous~~ consolidation & development.Building a completely soci~list society is 
a process of strengthening the communist character of this society. As Kim li Sung 
stated in 1967, "the class struggle in socialist society is a struggle aimed at 
achieving unity and solidarity,and is no means a class struggle waged uetween the 
members of that society at feud.In a socialist society the class stru,~gle certainly 
exists,but its existence is by way of cooperation for the purpose of achieving 
unity and solidarity." Kim Jong li spoke of the dan ger that "unless we continue 
to intensify the ideological revolution,obsolete ideas may revive i~ the minds of 
people,capitalist ideas may infiltrate from the outside,and people'~ revolutionary 
enthusiasm may cool down gradually." Thus the need to combine political & material 
incentives in socialist construction,adhere to socialist principle of distri tion 
& correctly combine the voluntary enthusiasm o£ the working peop~e ~ h control of 
t . • F ro.rJ this follows the emphasis on educating the people in the spirit of 
Juche (J.) 

"In a nutshell,the idea of Juche means that the masters of the revolution and 
the work of construction are the masses of the people and that they are also the 
motive force of the revolution and the work of construction.In other words,one is 
responsible for one's own destiny and one has also the capacity for hewing out one's 
own destiny." (Kim 1! S1i.ng , Selected Works Vol.VI p.253) 0 d . h d 'b ne a ~rer as escr1 ed 
the J. idea in the terms that:"It is a stand of solving all problems by enlisting 
the revolutionary zeal and inexhaustible creativity of the popular masses.It is a 
stand of rejecting the dogmatic approach to the existing theory and others' 
experiences and solving all problems in line with the specific conditions of one's 
own country." (Chaouki Ajami,Juche Theory and Application FLPH 1978 p.IO) 
There is a strong subjective element in inculcating a revolutionary spirit of self
reliance based on a philiosophical theory that man is master of everything and 
decides everything, the objective,as Kim li Sung explained, is "to free the working 
people,liberated from exploitation and oppression,even from the fetters of nature 
and ensure them complete social equality and independant and creative lives". 
This will be realized when the masses realize that they are alone responsible for 
their own destiny & that they can attain liberation only with their own strength & 
struggle. As such the J. idea is embodied as independance in politics,self-reliance 
in the nation's economy & self-defence in national defence. 

Independance in politics means an independent state which defends its people's 
sovereignty,carries on govt. relying on their strenght & joins no blocs. Self
sufficiency in ec . nomy is a self-reliant,self-supporting national economy based 
on domestic strenths & resources. Self-reliance in national defence requires a 
self-defensive armed forces without joining any military blocs. 
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Socialist society is to be built on the basis of the J. idea that man is the 
master of all things and decides everything. "Remaking nature and society" Kim 
li Sung states,"is also lflor people and it is the work done by them.Man is the 
most precious in the world and is ~lso man who is most powerful.All our work 
is for our people and its success depends on how to do the work with them." 
Thus the prime objective is to steadily raise the material and cultural standards 
of the people through efficient socialist economic construction so that "every 
member of society should be revolutionized,working clasized and intellectualized 
to be harimoniously developed communist man" in the spirit of J. While Kim . 
Jongli praises the J. idea as "abrillant fruit of the great leader comrade Kim 
li Sung's ideological and theoretical activities ••• it is an ideological and 
theoretical crystalization of the Korean revolution" , Kim li Sung was more 
circumspect in a I972 interview: 

" We are not the author of this idea.Every Marxist-Leninist has this idea. 
I have just laid a special emphasis on this idea.How keenly the necessity 
of establishing Juche is felt and how much emphasis is laid on it may 
depend on people and on social and historical backgrounds of - country." 

{On Some Problems of Ou~ Part'7's Juche Idea and the Government of t 1e Re~blic's 
Internal amd External Policiea FLPH I972 ppi-2) ----

Yet since I974 there has been a very public campaign to laud Kim li ~ung , 
focusing on his leadership and genuis ; playing on his name li meaning bun, 
Sung meaning attainment, in an ubiquitious personality cult. 
"The leader is the brain of the masses of people,the sole centre of nity and 
cohesion and the foremost leader of the revolution.The leader advances the 
guiding idea of revolution,founds the Party~ ••• awakens the masses of 
people politically and organises them and leads the revolution to victory." 
{Exposition p54) 

The cult should be seen in the light that Korean propaganda as~erts the import
ance of leadership , " it can be said that the history of the communist 
movement covering a hundred and several tens or years is a history of working-
class leaders creating and developing revolutionary ideas and a history of 
the trans£ormailion o£ the world through their realization."(Exposi tion p3) 
At the Kl- 6th Congress (!980) it was said that history showed that when the 
inheritance ofthe revolution is not guaranteed the Party may degenerate. Hwang 
Chang Yop stated that this Q had been "solved· f or the first time in history 
only by the great leader Kim li Sungn who had "put forward a unique theory and 
method for the inheritance of the revolution." A broadcast or I6.2.I98I , 
40th birthday of Kim li Sung's sole remanying son , Kim Jong li , explicitly 
referred to him as "sole successor of the great leader" , "a great ideological 
theorist". Rose to prominence in 1973 , after acting as his father's private 
secretary , when elected secretary of KWP and director of propaganda dept. to 
maintain J. orientation of the 2m party membership. Subject of a personality 
cult, eulogized with emphasis on his role as "inheritor of the Juche cause". 
Kim Jong li's treatise "On the Juche Idea" is described as 'a thesaurus in 
which all the ideological and theoretical content of the Juche Idea is form
ulated in an intergal system.It is a classic document which is of undying 
significance in deepening and developing the Juche Idea." As Pyongyang 
Times praises what seems to be hereditary dynastic rule , "no country or 
nation enjoys such honour and joy as ours,upholding two great leaders in one 
generation" , " the great leader Kim li Sung as the sun of revolution and the 
dear leader comrade Kim Jong li as the lodestar","the star of hope". 

The insistence on its independence is reflected in the Korean promotion of 
the self-orientated,self-reliant and independant ideology of J. in an attempt 
to set up Pyongyang as an independant ideological centre. Since !974 there 
has been a strong 3W focus stressing that independence is the soul of the 
country and its people , promoting the J. spirit both as a model for the 3W 
and as an ideological advancement of classical Marxism-Leninism. Various 
international symposum have been held eg Madagascar (Sept.76) , Pyingya~g 
(Sept.77) , New Delhi (April 8 2) .An international instit~te of the ~-~d?a 
was established in Tokyo in April I978 • The Koreans polit~cal promot~on 1s 
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that "the Juche revolutionary theory is the genuine revolutionary theory of the 
working class in the Juche era,and is the undying communist revolutionary theory 
which will be ever-victorious ••• The preceeding revolutionary theories of the 
working class were advanced on the premise of the conditions and tasks of the 
past times which were different from today,but they have a community of class 
idea and mission with the revolutionary theory based on the common class idea 
which serves the revolutionary cause of the working class and charged with a 
mission to make a contribution to realize the Chajusong of the working class and 
the working masses . Therefore,the revolutionary theory base on the Juche idea is 
closely related with and the successor to the receedin revolutionar theories 
of the working class ." (Exposition p.I 0 emphasis 

Kim li Sung advised in I967: "You should neither cling to propositions of the 
classics and try to settle the questions dogmatically nor be enthralled by the 
ideas of flunkeyism and try to interpret the issues as others do." The independent 
stance and material achievement is the source of an immiense natioaalist pride 
in the Korean revolution having "created a socialist new life which the world's 
people call a 'model of socialism' and is successfully pioneering the untrodden 
path to socialism and communism." 

With the Sino-soviet polemic the WPK pursued a policy of balancing relations 
' with each and since proselyting Jucfie idea ; "to establish Juche was es >ecially 

important because of the peculiarities of her historical development and the 
complexity and arduousness of the revolution ••• located between great powers , 
flunkey! sm appeared long ago to hinder the country' s development ." Augt- st I966 
Korean statement on rights of all CP to decide own policies: 

"The statement accused the Chinese party by implication of attempting to 
impose its own theories and policies on the North Korean and Japanese parties , 
declaring that it was impermissible for a large party to put pressure on 
'a small party and the party of a capitalist country'.All communists could 
study Marx and Lenin for themselves,it added,and there was 'no special 
master of Marxism-Leninism ' (an obvious reference to chinese claims of 
unique authority £or 'Mao Tsetung' s Thought').One party's gu.idi:1g theory was 

'of importance only within the bounds of that country', and could not be 
applied to all parties,as their requirements were botnd to differ.Hence each 
party must decide for itself whether it i.e--1:-o follow another party's experience 
without interfernce from outside and must not 'dance to music written by 
others' or be 'ideologically chained to anyone'." {Kessing's Contemporary 

Archives 2I634) 

The basic position that the experience of others acquired under specific socio
historical conditions accord to its national pecularity.A dogmatic attitude of 
mechanically copying others not only seriously harms one's own revolutionary 
progress but also discredits others experiences. ML can display its indestructible 
vitality only when applied creatively to suit specific conditions.The world 
revolution is carried out through the accomplishment of the revolution in each 
country. Successfully carrying out the revolution in one's country is the basic 
task assigned to its Party and People. It is impossible to discuss fidelity to 
the world revolution,apart from allegiance to the revolution of one's own country. 
The Koreans emphasis the importance of the national state unit • " As a matter 
of principle,internationalist solidarity must be based on : freedom of 
choice and equality.Only when it is based on Chajusong,will int~rnationalist 
solidarity become based on free choice and equality and become genuine and 
durable." (Ex;position p.III) 

Whilst stating "only through a correct application of marxism-lenism from the 
standpoint of Juche,can the communists display its might to the full and further 
enrich its treasure house by creating new revolutionary theories," Kim Jong li 
asserts that "there may be differences among fraternal parties and countries,but 
these emnate from the disparities in views on the lines and way of realising the 
common purpose and ideal;they are by no means identical with the contradictions 
among different states and social systems or the conflicting interests of hostile 
classes.Socialist countries and communist and Workers'parties have more 
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communities than differences;and communities are of primary importance while 
differences are of secondary nature." (Let Us Advance Under the Banner Of Marxism
Leninism and The Juche Idea) Implicitly rejecting notion of modern revisionism. 

Foreign delegates at the I980 KWP's 6th Congress emphasized its indepenent stance 
& special ties with Euro-communist (in Oct.77,the foreign minister said, .. le 
consider it a good thing that in Europe there are communist parties which are 
independent and which solve their own problems in their ov·n way.") an<1 the ~on
Aligned nations whose movement NK joined in Sept.75. This year's 35th Annivarsary 
of DPRK attended by 270 delegations , included revisionist parties (Ethiopia, 
Afganistan & Vietnam party & state grps), the PLO & SfAPO , .G- ~',nany's Green 
Party,New Zealand's Labour Party & Greek Panhellenic Socialist ~ovement , along 
with ruling 'communist' and 3W state & party delegations. 

In their relations the DPRK & KWP doesnot differenate between 1 & others , mixing 
state & party relations, partly because the .dominant foreign policy principle is 
chajusong. A Korean word of 'wide connotations' defined as "an a"tri bute of social 
human being who desires to live and develop independantly as master of t l_ orld 
and his own destiny." Kim li Sung explained in I975 that the non-aligned movement 
"is a mighty anti-imperialist revolutionary force reflecting t 1e main trenc o 
the present era ••• an era of independance , an era of anti-imperialist re lution

~ ary struggle ••• opposed to the agression and plunder of imperialism and colonialism 
and non-aligned countries are strong new-emerging forces standing in confrontation 
with the reaction forces of imperialism." 

Whist criticising the Vietnamese invasion of Kampuchea {eschewing any comments 
on China's counter-act on Vietnam( NK did not condemn or endorse ~U intervention 
in Afganistan , although maintains relations with Kabul. lhile Ki Sung has 
called for the withdrawal of all military bases & foreign troops in >ther 
countries , the use of 'dominationism' in Korean political rhetoric ~ight arguably 
be refernce to the SU but it is very low key as the overi ,·iine vl ~w was put by 
I\.im Jong 1·1 : "'.l'he socialist forces and the international comnu1J.i0::1t movement, 
national liberation movement,Jemocratic movement,the non-aligned ~ov~mPn, and 
all othe~ o~ressive and peace-loving forces of ~e world should form an anti-
Uv TTl • te ron~ , :'1'1 adminis t.er collective blows at US imperialism to prevent it 
from acti 5 rec, ~e , )ly." 

23.I0.83 


